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Kannada TV Channel Star Suvarna is going to air Super Jodi 2 soon
If you are looking for the highly successful reality shows on Star Suvarna TV Channel then the top of the list is
Suvarna Super Jodi 2. If you are fed up of the old TV darams then it’s time to change your mood and see the reality
show that is full of thrill, suspense and fun. Super Jodi is a Kannada amusement game show disclosed on Suvarna
channel. In this amazing show, the couples face many diﬃcult challenges and other diﬃculties that they have to
complete to win the title of super Jodi. Due to the success of super Jodi 1, the star survana set to air Jodi 2 hosted
by akul Balaji. Well known TV actors and some small screen actors are expected in this Super Jodi 2 Kannada TV
Show.
This show is not yet on aired but its promos have been released. The promo and trailers are getting the popularity
among the people and the fans of the show are waiting for it. The release date of the show will be announced soon.
The people especially the couple has to face many problems and diﬃculties in the show and if their loved ones are
with them then even more diﬃculties come in their way. This show is based and featured on real people facing real
challenges. Only ten couples will take part in this show and the selection is made on tough merits and basis. The
timings of the show is not yet announced but soon you will ﬁnd the timings of this amazing and full of thrill super
Jodi 2 show.
The diﬃculties are intended to dispense with the couples. They are intended to test the couples, their qualities,
strengths, understanding, their weakness and in particular their bonds with each other. The entire idea is of the
joint eﬀort of the whole team. The fans and audience can save their most loved and favorite couples by voting
them. The fans will now enjoy the suspense with their favorite couples, because they have watched them in many
shows and TV drama soaps, but now will see them in reality shown Suvarna Super Jodi. The thought is
exceptionally imaginative as, the fans get the chance to watch diﬀerent ﬁctional characters, from various serials,
intermix with each other on a similar show.
This show has high TRP ratings and is the hot topic now days among the people all around. Thus, Live Kannada
TV Channels oﬀers a wonderful and thrilling show that is family show and you can now enjoy it with your whole
family by choosing your favorite couples and favoring them.
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